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Abstract
With reference to agricultural statistics,
the processing of remote
sensing recordings and the ch8JU1elsof information flow IDUstbe in accord
with appropriate statistical
standards and with the practical uses which
develop. In the United States a comprehensivestatistical
programexists.
Existing surveys probably can supply, or be lIlOdifiedto supply, "ground
truth" data needed for the interpretation of sensor recordings. To the
extent that remote sensing develops into a useful source of statistics,
its major role is foreseen as an additional, but very important, source
of data that should feed into the existing statistical
system and be
utilized for the improvementof accuracy and scope of somekinds of agricultural .statistics.
The reasoning underlying this view is briefly outlined aDd includes the coordinating and reconciling of data from various
sources as a necessary part of the process of preparing forecasts and
estimates. The samestatistical
policy involving matters of confidentiality
and standards should apply to all sources of data and the release of
estillBtes.
Introduction
By general nature, people are apprehensive about the collection of
data and their use• This is especially true of data to whlch individuals
attach somepr!vacy rights. A wary public becomesincreasingly wary as
technological developmentsmakepossible the collection of inforll8tion
about an individual without his knowingit.
The developmentof computerized data banks and the ability to easily link data from various sources
about an individual has contributed to public apprehension. Now,the idea
of remote sensors in air or spacecraft for surveying, monitoring, or
revealing a wide variety of information is adding another dilllel1sionto
public concern. The concern is morethan a matter of privacy rights.
There are questions regarding aggregate data; for example, whobenefits
IDOSt
from information on crop and livestock production? Can the dissemination of data be accomplishedin an objective, fair and equitable marmer?
This paper will not attempt to focus on such questions, but simply recognize at the beginning that confidentiality of data pertaining to individuals
and fairness in the release of information are major factors bearing on
statistical
policy.

Y Prepared for presentation Harcn'3, 1970, in Annapolis, Marylandat
the Earth Resources Observations and Information SystemsHeeting sponsored
by AIAA(AmericanInstitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics).
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The scope of the author's experience limits this paper primarily to
domestic agricultural data, whichare collected for statistical
purposes.
In the United States a comprehensiveagricultural statistics program
exists, but even so, data from sensors for statistical purposes must be
considered as a source of information. Crop and livestock reporting was
conceived IIOrethan a century ago to provide farmers with information on
the supply of agricultural cOlllllOdities
that wouldenable them to bargain
moreeffectively.
The reporting of agricultural statistics has grownto
a point where the Statistical Reporting Service of the USDA
issues lIlOre
than 600 reports each year frOll Washington. Among
these are reports
covering about 175 crops. Theyinclude estimates for individual crops
of acreages farmers intend to plant, acres actually planted, acres harvested, production, disposition and stocks. Foreeasts of crop production
are madeeach monthduring the growingseason. Livestock and poultry
reports include estimates of animals on hand at strategic times during
the year. Manyof these cOllllOdi
ties are subject to IIOni
toring by r_ote
means. H~,
there are 'I1UJIlerOUS
reports where there is no potential
at all for remote sensors as a source of information.
Fewfarmers receive crop reports directly from Washington,D. C.,
and only lird.ted nUJIbersreceive reports directly from State offices.
Most rely upon newsmedia, farm publications, and public and private
economicanalysis services for guidance in their decisionmaking. Through
such avenues of cOlllllUIlication,
farmers and others receive information
often accompaniedby interpretation that makesthe data moremeaningful.
It is important in any discussion of dolta di.semination to distinguish betweendata for individuals and o"therdata; the latter being
data which either do not relate to individuals or are aggregates of "individual data so that disclosure of information about individuals is not
involved. The term "individual data" is used as a generic expression
referring to any data identified with an individual farm, household,
business, or organization. In this context, data for a field or a feedlot collected by a remote sensor wouldnot be regarded as "iridividual n
unless the data are linked with a person or organization.
Following a brief discussion of statistical
practice regarding the
confidentiality of individual data and the release of aggregate data,
someviews on the amalgamationof data from remote sensors with data
frOil existing sources will be presented.
Individual Data
Statistical rePOrts showaverages, tot(\ls, distributions, or other
aggregates and do not disclose data for individuals. In fact, data are
generally collected by statistical
agencies in the Federal Governmentwith
a specific understanding that individual data are confidential and will
not be disclosed to anyoneoutside of the organization sponsoring the
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collection. That practice is pursuant to laws, administrative regulations, or policies of statistical agencies. In essence, statistical
agencies charged with responsibility for data collection feel that confidential treatment of individual data is essential in obtaining accurate data and the cooperation of individuals. Muchprecaution is exercised in ~he collection, processing, storage and publication of statistical data to guarantee confidentiality.
In the USDt\
the Statistical
Reporting Service, for exanaple,has never released to a law enforcement
agencyany information supplied by an individual without the expressed
consent of the individual.
, ~c.
..

Recently wewere engagedin a small research proj ect in a wes~
State to test aerial photos as a meansof counting livestock on rangeland. A farm magazineheard about this project and published an article.
'l1tefirst sentence was, "Nohiding cattle and sheep from the assessor
with the aerial surveying technique being tested by the USM's Statistical Reporting Service. tf This sentence is subject to aultiple interpre- .
tation and II8IlY readers wouldget the idea of an exchangeof information
about individual ranch operators betweentax assessors and the Statis1:ical
Reporting Service. 'ftlat interpretation is erroneous and is an illustration of publicity that can create a serious problemfor a statistical
agencywhich dependsupon voluntary cooperatioo of farmers to supply
accurate data.
If information from a remote sensor were received by a statistical
agencyand linked to individuals, the data after linking wouldbe accorded
the smaeconfidentiality that applies to data obtained directly froll individuals. 'ftle guarantee of confidentialUy includes aggregating data
sufficiently so that individual data are not disclosed. A statistical
agencywouldnot report, for example, the numberof cattle on feed in a
particular county if it were knownthat practically all of the catae
on feed in the county were in one feedlot, or even two or three feedlots.
Until further developmentof r-.ote· sensing teclmology, it is probably
sufficient to be aware of the practice calling for confidential treatment of individual data.
Policy and Standards for the Release of Aggregate Data
Oneillportant factor that influences policy on the release of aggregated data, or estimates, is the iDmediacyof opportunity for converting
the information into economicgain. Statistical reports for SOll8 COlRmodities mayhave an iaportant impact on prices. A person with advance
or superior 'knowledge
mayhave an unfair advantage in acquiring financ~al
gain. Regulations governingthe possession and distribution of information should maintain fair and equitable competitive relationships 8IDOIlg

..
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'fttus, good statistical practice includes makinginformation available that defines the parameters being estimated and describes the basis
and accuracy of the estimates. 'ftte problemof uteaauringaccuracy is a
large and complexsubject that is beyondthe scope of this paper. But,
the importance of measuresof accuracy should be emphasizedbecause an
estimate is of little value unless somethingis knownabout the possible
range of error to which it is subject. Indeed, one of the generally
accepted goals in statistical practice is the achievementof unbiased
estimates having knownlevels of precision. 'fttis principle, unbiased
estimates with knownprecision, has a substantial iJlpac1:on the collection and reduetion of data to estimates and should apply to statistics
derived from sensor recordings as well as other sources. In addition
to an impact on the statistical methodologyinvolved in the reduction
of remote aensor recordings, the above principle also affects the design
of systems for collecting groundtruth which might be needed in the
interpretation and processing of sensor recordings.
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Error of an estimate is usually measuredby statisticians in terms
of standard error and bias or a combinationof the two. Information
about error has manyuses and I would like 'to interject at this point
one particular use. There haa been s~ apeculation that continuous,
perhaps I should say frequent, remote sensor reeordings might provide
a basis for makingcrop forecas1:s earlier in the season or on a lIore
tintely basis than is provided in the present agricultural statistics
program. The problemof setting an operating time schedule for release
of forecasts is complex. Accuracymust play an iIIportant part. For
example, "Whenshould the first forecast of production of II particular
crop be made?" It is possible to l18kea forecast of yield per acre even
before a crop is planted by using historical data on yield' adjusted for
trend. A forecast should not be made, even if the cost is negligible,
until after the date whenita accuracy exceeds that of an historical
average adjusted for trend. Doingso involves an expense and a disservice. Clearly, one should not release a forecast on July 1 rather than
July 15 solely because of a physical capability to do it.
Information
about accuracy and accuracy standards has an important bearing on the
timing of forecasts.
Relationship of RemoteSensing Data to other Data
Assumingremote sensing develops into a useful source for agricultural statistics,
the relatiOl1ship between it and existing systems III1st
be very close. It is nay opinion that sensor recordings should feed into existing statistical systems simply as another source of information
for the improvementof somekinds of agricultural statistics.
The reason
for this opinion is twofold:
'
(1) For an unforeseeable period of time I believe that remote sensor
information cannot be reduced successfully to useful statistics on crop
and livestock production with knownlevels lof accuracy without the aid
o.f simultaneous ground information. At least that is the view which
should be taken until proven otherwise.

The estimation of crop acreages, yields per acre, and livestock
numberseach present very different problems. For crop acreages, simultaneous ground observations from a probability area sample are neeessary
for the developmentof the statistical or mathematicalmodels for reducing sensor recordings. Wecan anticipate that the parameters in the :
modelswill require frequent updating and might vary from one set of
conditions to another at a given point in time. Determiningthe models
and their parameters for reducing sensor recordings is analagous to calibrating a complicated instrument. Improvementsin sensing equipMnt,
the introduction of newcrop varieties, and changes in farm practices
are obvious reasons for expecting a continuing need for simultaneous
ground information on land use for "calibration" purposes. If the sensor
recordings are to be used for the preparation of statistically
unbiased
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estimates of crop acreages having knownlevels of precision, appropriate
grOW'ld
information from a probabili ~ area 8811Pleis a necessity that in
myopinion will continue indefinite y •.
'nle nature of the crop yield estimating and forecasting problemis
very different and appears IIUchmoredifficult than estimating crop acreages. Clearly, a modelfor forecasting crop yields cannot be developed
without having accurate exogenousdata on yields!, Moreover,the nature
of the statistical
inference meansseveral years' data are required to
develop and test a model. Again, if useful models are developed there
is a continuing problenaof keeping the parameters in the modelsupdated
and hence dependenceon exogenousinformation such as farmers' reports
on yields or a ground system for makingcounts and measurementsin sample
fields similar to the one the Statistical Reporting Service nowhas for
somecrops.
With regard to livestock statistics,
sensors llight provide someUliefu1 information such as indicating the naher and location of feedlots
or the numberof cattle and sheep on open ranges. It appears that sensor recordings cannot provide complete COW'lts
of 11ve~tock. Even if it
were possible, information on total nUllberonly is very inadequate in
relation to the needs for livestock statistics.
As the application of remote sensing technology develops, gro\Uld
observations for individual fields in probability area samples will becomeincreasingly important in the reduction of sensor recordings to useful statistics.
Also, such ground surveys are necessary to obtain information on accuracy such as the probabilities of correct' crop identification or other measuresof reliability.
For a period of'time the amount
of survey data needed is likely to increase rather than decrease in order
that full use of the vast amountof information that sensors are capable
o:E recording can be utilized.
Eventually the degree of dependenceon
ground observations might decrease. But, even if remote sensing develops
t., the point where it can provide estimates independently, the need for
sample surveys on crop acreages and yields will not be ~ompletely
eliminated.
(2) Secondly, sensor data should flow directly into existing
.
statistical
systems because statistical
information from various sources
must be coordinated and differences reconciled. 'nle samepolicies relating to the collection, handling, and release of information should
apply to all statistical data regardless of source.
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Remember
that the frame of reference is agricultural statistics in
the United States. In that context, a foreseeable potential offered by
remote senll1ngtec:1mologyis the supplying of information that could help
establish highly accurate "control" totals.
Such collateral information
could be very valuable in 1IIIproving
the accuracy of crop statistics.
For exaaple, let's suppose that in the interpretation of sensor recordings there is a very low error of miselusifiea'tiOll as betweencorn and
other crops so an accurate determination of the total amountof land
under corn is available. But, the needs for statistics require III1ch
moredetail such as the acreage harvested for grain, the acreage ~f white
com versus yellow corn, the acreage of popcorn, swee1:com,etc. Many
silllil.aJ' illustrations
could be cited such as the breakdownof oranges
into early, addseason, and late varieties, or tobacco by types. Noone
knowsthe full extent of the diserillina'tions that might beeoatepossible
fram sensor recordings. However,for the time being perhaps the most
that an agricultural statistician should h<?P8
for is an accurate _uure
of the total land under a crop such as corn which could serve as a control total whenutilizing data from existing sources.

